
Course Information for
“Igniting the Flame”

Igniting the Flame (ItF) is a foundational Celtic Christian Spirituality Course.  The
aim of this year-long, self-study course is to:

• Introduce you to Celtic Spirituality
• Give you time to try out new or forgotten ideas as you experiment with

different aspects of approaching a Way of Life in a safe, non-threatening
environment

• Help you to put into practice the decisions you make, and to adjust them as
necessary

• Equip you with the confidence to go on exploring and refining your
Christianity

We offer the course on a quarterly basis, starting each January, April, July, and
October.  There will be four assignments to complete in a timely manner at
specific intervals through the year. You will need a computer with online access
to receive your course material, which is used in conjunction with the book New
Celtic Monasticism for Everyday People by Ray Simpson for developing a way of life
and promoting heart-to-head learning.

Many students who opt to take this course are working individuals with careers
and family responsibilities. Since there is a considerable amount of reading
involved, rather than set classroom sessions, the nature of this curriculum is
“self-study,” which enables a person to work at his or her own pace, affording
more flexible time to absorb its content and submit the assignments.  Schedules,
however, are important in that they provide parameters and deadlines to ensure
participants keep up the pace, so a detailed calendar is provided at the onset of
the course to each student for their planning purposes.

Each student is assigned to a personal tutor who will be available throughout the
course year. Your tutor will provide direction for all academic needs regarding
the course, for example queries about assignments, help with submissions, or



extension of due dates if needed, etc.; so even though it’s a self-study, you’re
never at it on your own!  Other specific responsibilities of the tutor are to:

• distribute the course material to the student via email

• keep in touch with a student with reminders of the time frame of the
course work

• review the student’s assignments giving feedback and making comments
as needed

• be the contact person for the student with the ItF Coordinator

Communication methods between the tutor and student should be established at
the on-set of the course, and can be, for example:   email, phone, text, or Zoom.

We strongly suggest students have a Soul Friend, Mentor, or Spiritual Director in
place to rely on during the course for any specific spiritual or theological issues
or questions of this nature that may arise.

In addition, routine Zoom meetings will be held every 6-8 weeks, giving students
and tutors the opportunity to interact with each other, and discuss aspects and
impressions at the various stages of the curriculum.  These meetings are meant
to be  “community builders,” as well as a place to exchange information.  Even
though students may be on different timetables, everyone benefits from these
discussions.

Cost of course: $50

You may purchase a copy of the required New Celtic Monasticism for Everyday
People by Ray Simpson directly through CA&H for: $35.  It will be mailed
directly to you. [Payment instructions for course fee and book purchase are included
on the Registration Application.]

For any additional questions, or to obtain a Registration Application, please
contact the ItF Coordinator USA:  Cynthia Helton - cynthiahelton@hotmail.com
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